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Introduction 
 
SignalFx™ is a leading real-time monitoring and analytics solution for today's cloud-native infrastructure, microservices 

and applications. Our unique streaming architecture ingests, processes, stores, analyzes, visualizes and alerts on 

both metrics and trace data, at large scale, with high resolution and low latency. By combining metrics, trace and 

span data from across your organization with our patent-pending NoSample technology, you will be able to pinpoint 

root cause system errors and resolve them within seconds. 

 

SignalFx analyzes user transactions across hundreds of unique micro services and different service boundaries —

ideal for cloud microservice applications running in a DevOps environment — and user transactions that occur in on 

premises environments operating under traditional software development models.   

 

SignalFx is founded on the following security principles: 

• Secure by Design — SignalFx was built with security in mind. 

• Defense in Depth — SignalFx implements preventive and detective security controls at every layer: data, 

application, infrastructure and host.

• Proactive Protection — SignalFx leverages best-in-class technologies to ensure that configurations are secure 

by default and continuously monitored.

In addition, the SignalFx service is subject to annual third-party audits for SOC 2 (AWS) compliance. 

Note:  This whitepaper addresses only SignalFx instances provisioned in AWS.
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SignalFx Overview — Metrics and Traces 
 
SignalFx leverages four AWS regions in the US, EU and APAC: 

• US East (N. Virginia)

• US West (Oregon)

• EU (Dublin)

• Asia Pacific (Sydney)

 and, through a single user interface and our extensible API, you can automate: 

• User management.

• Send and manage monitoring data (and associated meta data)

• Create, update and delete charts, dashboards and groups

• Create, update and delete detectors, subscription alerts and notifications

• Stream raw and processed data back from the SignalFx service

 SignalFx API calls can be made against 3 endpoints: 

• Calls sending current data

• Calls for sending historical data

• Any others you configure?
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Data Types 
 
SignalFx ingests, processes, and stores: (i) customer secrets (API Tokens), (ii) metrics, (iii) traces and (iv) events.

Customer Secrets 
Customer secrets are third party authentication tokens that customers use to automatically connect to their 

systems during implementation setup, such as:

• AWS credentials (for AWS tag sync and CloudWatch metrics gathering)

• API tokens for outbound notification providers (e.g., PagerDuty, Slack, etc.)

• SAML certificates for SSO

Metrics 
Metrics are numerical measurements from your IT systems that provide insights into the performance and health  

of your environment. Metrics fall into two basic categories:

• Infrastructure metrics are derived from the machinery and resources your applications rely on, such as  

CPU, memory, disk usage, network utilization statistics.

• Application metrics are derived from third-party applications/services that run in data centers such as databases, 

web servers and message queues.  They may also include the amount of time an internal function call takes to 

return a value, or the number of times a method is called.

The underlying data model for each type of metric is the same. The only difference is what the data represents,  

and therefore, the types of trends, anomalies and correlations that you can analyze.

Metric Time Series 
The same metric can be reported from multiple sources and each unique combination of source and metric is 

referred to as a “metric time series”.

Every Metric Time Series is comprised of the following:

• Metric name: name that identifies the values being sent in. For example: memory.free, CPU Utilization, 

transaction.cost, page_visits;

• Metric type: gauge, counter, cumulative_counter;

• Metric value: the actual measurement from your system, represented as a number;

• Dimensions: an arbitrarily long array of dimensions (name/value pairs) used to identify a datapoint, which may 

include host names, the environment from which the metric is being generated or the name of the service with 

which it is associated.;

• Timestamp (optional): the time at which this value was recorded (if no timestamp is provided, the time at  

which the SignalFx server receives the time is used by default).
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Traces/Spans 
Tracing is a way to record a series of operations as they pass through your application stack and backend 

infrastructure.

• “Spans” record individual operations or Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), such as how long they took and where 

they took place.

• A trace is a collection of spans.  

• Each trace has a unique identifier “traceId”.

 

For more information on metrics and traces, please visit SignalFx Developers Guide. 

 

 

Data Ingest and Forwarding 
 
You can send data to SignalFx via: (i) SignalFx Smart Agent; and (ii) direct integration with customer data sources 

 

SignalFx Smart Agent is a metric agent written in Go for monitoring infrastructure and application services in a 

variety of different environments. Customers can install either a stand-alone agent or a containerized version.  

 

Direct Integration with a Customer’s AWS, Azure and GCP Cloud infrastructure use a restricted set of permissions: 

• Access to AWS is set up via an AWS IAM role. The role requires list and describe permissions only.

• Access to Google Cloud is set up via a GCP Project Viewer role. The role requires get and list on monitoring 

metricDescriptors and timeSeries.

• Access to Azure is set up via an IAM role. The role requires Monitoring Reader permissions on the subscriptions 

being monitored.

For detailed permission requirements please refer to the SignalFx User Guide. 

 

Encryption in Transit
 

SignalFx authenticates end users by providing a valid SSL Certificate issued by a Trusted Certificate Authority. 

Communications between SignalFx and users are encrypted using TLS.   

 

Data is sent to SignalFx  through a managed collection of open source agents (e.g., collectd, statsd, telegraf) and sent 

to SignalFx through the Smart Agent, a direct connection to your cloud infrastructure (e.g., AWS CloudWatch)  

and other custom integrations built with the SignalFx client libraries.

https://developers.signalfx.com/
https://docs.signalfx.com/en/latest/getting-started/index.html
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Encryption of Customer Secrets 
 
SignalFx encrypts Customer Secrets at rest with AES 256 bit encryption. Each secret is encrypted with a dynamic 

key which is encrypted with a root key. 

 

The encryption algorithm uses 256-bit AES keys and IV (random salt) generated directly from a secure random 

source to feed a Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) AES encryption. GCM is recommended by NIST (National Institute of 

Standards and Technology).

Encryption Scheme

Information that is encrypted for at-rest storage in a realm is encrypted using a distinct keychain and a bespoke 

encryption key. The keychains consist of multiple keychain nodes and all keychains eventually tie back to the realm's 

root encryption node (the "source code node", defined solely by code and configuration). 

 

 

Data Isolation
Customer data is tagged per organization with a unique 64-bit identifier.  

 

The Data Model Library includes an ID generator which is used to generate IDs for common objects. The generator 

uses SHA-256 to generate a unique, 128-bit value based on the logical coordinates that uniquely identify the object.  

This process hashes customer IDs, a type hint and a name key to produce a 128-bit value.  

 

 

Data Replication and Backup
SignalFx replicates persistent data-stores to three AWS Availability Zones (AZ) within the AWS Region to address  

the risk of a single AZ failure. 

 

SignalFx backup and recovery procedures are tested annually. 

 

 

Data Retention and Deletion 

• Traces — Full trace data is kept for eight days, relative to the spans' timestamp (as opposed to when it was 

received).

• Metrics — Metric data is for retained for 13 months by default at the 1-hr aggregation and implements an 

automated process to delete customer data 30 days upon account termination. 
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Application Security 
 
SignalFx is supported by a dedicated application security team responsible for overseeing secure software 

development lifecycle (SSDLC), which includes design security reviews, dynamic code analysis, penetration testing, 

responsible vulnerabilities disclosure, data validation and sanitization, authentication and authorization, session 

management, cryptography, error handling, logging, security configurations, insecure deserialization and network 

architecture. 

 

 

Application Security Controls

Authentication

SSO — SignalFx provides single sign-on (SSO) for customers using their existing identity providers for employee 

authentication. 

 

For instructions on how to configure SSO please refer to Configuring Single Sign-On (SSO). 

 

Username and password — Customers who do not use SSO can authenticate with an email address and password.  

 

User Management

SignalFx provides admin, user, and team application access control.  

• Admins can manage users and teams 

• Users access is controlled via team membership

• Teams: users can be organized into multiple teams based on a general area of responsibility, such as Operations, 

DevOps or Infrastructure IT

 

Organizing users into teams lets you create links between content (dashboard groups and detectors) and teams. 

Linked content is used to create a team landing page, which lets team members quickly view relevant content on a 

single page. Dashboards and detectors for a given team can be modified only by members of that team. 

 

Customers are responsible for managing their own accounts, including provisioning and de-provisioning their users.

User Write Permissions 

SignalFx provides users with the ability to set write permissions on dashboards, dashboard groups and detectors as 

necessary for things such as limiting permissions to a user dashboard group; 

 

For an overview of how to set permissions please see Setting Write Permissions.

https://docs.signalfx.com/en/latest/admin-guide/sso.html
https://docs.signalfx.com/en/latest/managing/permissions.html#:~:text=To%20begin%20setting%20write%20permissions,write%20permissions%20for%20the%20item
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Infrastructure Security 
 
SignalFx is designed in accordance with the AWS Shared Responsibility model, leveraging AWS security  

best practices. 

 

SignalFx is deployed on AWS inside a Production VPC. ELBs are deployed in a public subnet and all production 

instances are deployed in a private subnet. Each subnet is associated with a routing table controlling subnet 

communication with external networks and with a network access control list (NACL) controlling traffic in  

and out of the subnet. User traffic coming to the internet gateway is routed to a public subnet with ELBs configured  

to listen on port 443.  

 

All production instances are deployed in a private subnet, have no public facing IP addresses, and can only receive 

connections via ELBs. The private subnet is associated with a private routing table and a NACL. Additionally,  

each instance in the private subnet is associated with security groups controlling inbound and outbound instance 

connections.
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To learn more about SignalFx Infrastructure Monitoring and SignalFx Microservices APM, go to; 
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/devops.html or contact sales for more information.   

Splunk, Splunk>, Data-to-Everything, D2E and Turn Data Into Doing are trademarks and registered trademarks of Splunk Inc. in the United States and 
other countries. All other brand names, product names or trademarks belong to their respective owners. © 2020 Splunk Inc. All rights reserved.

Conclusion 
 
SignalFx maintains an enterprise-level security and compliance program, safeguarding our customers’ data and our 

key assets and reputation. For more see our CSA.  

 

If you have questions or suggestions for how we can improve, please don’t hesitate to contact us at  

sfx-security@splunk.com. 

https://www.splunk.com
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/talk-to-sales.html?expertCode=sales
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/devops.html
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/talk-to-sales.html?expertCode=sales
mailto:sfx-security%40splunk.com?subject=SignalFx%20Security%20Questions

